Baruch Goldstein Massacre At Hebron Mosque

The Mindset Of A Zionist Terrorist

Baruch Goldstein

He went into a mosque and shot hundreds as they prayed
52 Dead Arabs

The Jewish shrine where hateful followers pay homage
The Sacred Arab Shrine where the massacre took place

Ibrahimi Mosque in Hebron

Goldstein's Hatred Was Bred In The Settlement Of Kiryat Arba

Police Protect The Settlers
These two ran over a Arab child with a car

Peace Activists Have To Protect School Children

Russian and Polish Time Bombs

After they destroyed Russia, they were imported to Israel. These things have been inbreeding for 1400 years, and the physical and mental symptoms are surfacing.

In Poland they had boundaries, but in Israel they roam like jackals. Raping a 11 yr old Arab girl, or beating an old Arab, is considered sport.

The Purim Massacre At The Ibrahimi Mosque

Purim is a sacrificial period when Jews kill. Goldstein, dressed as an IDF soldier, and another Jew, entered the rear of the mosque during night prayers.
Blood Crazed and Hopped Up on Amphetamines

There were nine soldiers on duty, but none of them stopped Goldstein. As the Arabs were kneeling, Goldstein threw grenades, and then used a machine gun. When it was over the Jews had killed 29, and wounded 150.

The Arabs beat him to death with a fire extinguisher, his accomplice escaped, and the IDF soldier ran.

History of the Ibrahimi Mosque

It was built in 1206, and contains the body of Ibrahaim, who is a prophet and as the father of the Prophet Ismail, who is considered the Father of the Arabs and as the father of the Prophet Issac. Abraham is considered one of the most important prophets of Islam.

A Rat’s Nest Called Qiryat Arba

Following the Six Day War of 1967, a group of Jews disguised as tourists, led by Rabbi Moshe Levinger, took over the main hotel in Hebron and refused to leave. They later moved to a nearby abandoned army camp and established the settlement of Kryat Arba. This process of expansion of the Jewish presence is continuing and there are now more than 20 Jewish settlements in and around the city.

Jews living in these settlements and their supporters claim that they are resettling areas where Jews have lived since time immemorial, but the presence of Israeli settlements in these areas is condemned by many foreign governments and the United Nations as a violation of international law.

These are the most violent Jews in all of Israel: [Video]
Werewolves Of Hebron Hills

Most of these settlers don’t work. They will come out of their nests and terrorize the Arab population. They cut the arm off this kid for throwing rocks.

Shootouts Are Common

This ‘Human Garbage’ will terrorize Arabs for sport.

Who Was Baruch Goldstein?

Goldstein, a Jewish doctor from Brooklyn, immigrated in 1985. He was often questioned by the FBI with regards to his activities with the JDL. In Israel he was part of the Kiryat Arba ‘Kach’ terror groups, founded by Rabbi Meir Kahane.

Israel gives a immigrating doctor a house, salary, all expenses. These people receive exquisite houses, Thai servants, etc; it is all financed through US loans.

Goldstein Is A Jewish Hero

Israel erected a mini shrine at Kiryat Arba.

What Does It All Mean?
They destroyed Russia, Germany, Eastern Europe, Iraq, and soon Iran. When the time is right they will do the same thing to America.
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9 comments:

Anonymous July 11, 2011 at 12:42 PM
You shit colored camel jockey. You have all of the middle east. Leave Israel alone.
Reply

Abu Mahdi - The Destroyer of "Israel": January 2, 2012 at 3:24 AM
Those "Jewish" criminals will face the Arab rage very very soon. The United Nations and the Western governments are responsible of the creation of an evil state called "Israel". The Arabs have been subjected to killings, massacres, robbery of land, rape all in Palestins, Lebanon, Egypt, Jordan and beyond. Yes the cowed anonymous in the only comment says "... You have all the middle east. Leave Israel alone"

I am an Arab from Iraq, and we are prepaing to march to Jerusalem - Al-Quds, and we will never leave the state of "Israel" until we see it dismanteled and rights go back to the legitimate people of Arab Palestine.

Your time have reached, and I advice that every single "Jew" in the state of "Israel" to immigrate back to the land he/she came from and leave Palestine Alone. You have all the world to make a state, so leave Palestine Alone.

The Iraqis of Imam Hussain are marching.
Reply

▼ Replies

Anonymous November 1, 2012 at 1:26 PM
just to mention it- we don't want 'em back.
J.S.
Reply

Anonymous March 26, 2012 at 8:11 PM
Israel has God on their side and always has had God on their side. Anything that happens to Israel will be paid back one-thousand fold. They are the chosen people. I am a soldier for God and the state of Israel will shine above all other nations.
Reply

▼ Replies

Anonymous November 1, 2012 at 1:27 PM
u serve the false god, kid
israel is sold to mammon by their leader a 1000 years ago
Didn't u notice ?
J.S.
Yes, the Israelites are God's chosen people. However, the so-called "Jews" are NOT the descendants of the Israelites. They are impostors, who are actually descended from the Khazars and Edomites. And they are actually descended from Satan himself.

"I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Judahites, and are not, but are the synagogue of Safari." (Revelation 2:9)

Yahshua speaking to the Jewish Pharisees:

"Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do." (John 8:44)

"Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, how can ye escape the damnation of hell?" (Matthew 23:33)

"Note: "generation" in the above verse is from the Greek "gennema", literally meaning "offspring". Check for yourself in Strong's Concordance and a Hebrew and Greek Lexicon.

More about this in following article:

Racial origin of the "Jews"; not Israelites, but descendants of Khazars, Edomites, Canaanites, Cain, and ultimately Satan.

The TRUE descendants of the Israelites are the Anglo-Saxon, Germanic, and Northern European peoples.

Anonymous April 5, 2012 at 7:18 AM

That's retarded, Jews are not the descendants of Satan, satan is a spirit not a human being. Those Bible verses have nothing to do with the topic you are talking about.

Anonymous November 1, 2012 at 1:32 PM

so, what u r saying is... that humans are without spirit? and satan is a fallen angel and that no spirit ther are slightly differences. Ummm, would u say that Mohammad was only a spirit too (i don't mean to be anti-islamic or whatever anti here )? And... if u change ur angle of view a bit , u might get a glimpse of the meaning of this topic ... )

J.S.

Anonymous October 24, 2012 at 1:08 PM

People are waking up to the EVIL of these Jew pigs. They smile to your face all the while getting ready to STAB you in the back like they did on 9/11.

We the people of the USA will NEVER FORGET WHO did 9/11!!!

ISRAEL!!!!!!!!!
The Holocaust™ Canard

The Real Auschwitz
Was Treblinka A Death Camp?
Isn't it odd that Churchill's memoirs forgot to mention gas chambers?
The Hoax of the Nuremberg trials
The Hell Of Mauthausen
The horror of Holocaust denial
The scar of Babi Yar
Newly discovered Death Camps horrify civilized world
Unspeakable Horrors Of Belzec
Some interesting pictures of who was behind Kristallnacht
A visit to Auschwitz can test anyone's faith!
Actual Nuremberg testimony - 55 Jews shot as a tribute to Hitler's 55th birthday
Holocaust Survivor's grandchildren are still traumatized
Did the Nazis make the Jewish men undress for their executions, or is this voyeurism?
Holocaust deniers don't only hurt Jews, they hurt us all
What kind of Monster doubts the Holocaust, and has misgivings on the Anna Frank story?
If it's Sunday then it's Holocaust Survivor time
Where Was God?
Isn't it odd that they forgot to talk about gas chambers?

World War II

International Jewry ordered Eisenhower, and Churchill, to firebomb Dresden, where at least 125,000 died
There can be no doubt Patton was assassinated, but few have said 'Who and Why'
Bloodlines of WW 2 leaders

Jewish Bolshevism-Communism

These Judeo-Bolsheviks killed 65 million
The Polewhack Revolution
WW2 greatest hero killed 816 Japanese by himself
Lithuania is ravaged by Zio-bankers, and now their
government to pay billions in WW2 reparations

False Flag Attacks

Israel's History of False Flags
The truth on the Oklahoma City Bombing
USS Liberty attack is a keystone event which must be
brought up when discussing 9/11, or the Oklahoma
City Bombing
The 1954 Lavon Affair: One of Israel's more famous
False Flags
Who benefits from fifty civilians dead when 1400
pounds of TNT goes off in Barbäu Iraq?
Simple logic will tell you the real culprits of 9/11
1913 bombing of US Marines in Beirut was an Israeli
false flag
Israeli ambushes in Iraq

Miscellaneous Jewish Subterfuge, Lies &
Malevolence

The Federal Reserve was the greatest swindle ever
The Mossad in America
The hoax called Masada
Are Zionists gifted with a financial gene?

It seems the Southern Poverty Law Center have been
talking to the FBI about the Mormons for three years
The rise of the Khazars
Do foxes guarding the hen house make sense?
The horror of Blood Libel
Blood Libel and France's Elite

Why is the ADL so adamant that a resolution teaching
the Armenian Genocide should be banned?

State of Israel & Mid-East Conflict

What Hamas Rocketeers drive mobile rocket
launchers to the Gaza fence, just two blocks from
Israel's gun towers!

Who Is Behind Hamas?
Israel's Silly War Of Propaganda

Sick Jewish Criminals

The Myth Of The Italian Mob - The Mafia is Jewish
Who was 'Jack the Ripper'?
A Penn State professor savagely kills his wife with a
crowbar and gets five years

Kosher Controlled Opposition

Who Financed Men Quer?
American Nazi party leader Frank Collin turns out to
be Jewish
Jew in the KKK
Who Is Behind Hamas?
Das Fuhrer Is A Juden
Austria's Neo-Nazi's stay silent on Haider's
assassination
Alex Jones 'Terror Storm' is number 11 on google video

Humor

WW2 greatest hero killed 816 Japanese by himself
Tsunami Wipes Out Tel Aviv
Genetically evil dogs must be gassed
Anti-Semitism is everywhere - cowgirl humor
Two Dumb Guys on the Holocaust
Paul Krugman wins a Nobel Prize in Economics

Other Miscellaneous Articles

A counter argument on Jewish intelligence
Stalin, and the 1917 Bolsheviks, preferred famines,
genocides, and wars, so what's in store for today's
Americans
Evangelist wants American kids to die for Israel
Is their world what we really want?
Mossad Visits Gary Webb
A very anti-semitic article by Patrick Grim
Why is a person's racial heritage important?
For a pure mind and body, society must be cleansed
of parasites

Judicial Links and Other Judicial Archives

http://judicial-inc.org/
http://judicial-inc.biz/
Iraq War, Afghanistan War - "War on Terror" Fraud

'Zio-Clown' Bush and his $2.5 trillion dollar war
Who benefits from fifty civilians dead when 1400 pounds of TNT goes off in Barbuaua Iraq?

Political and Social

Here is why they have been called 'Nation Wreckers'
(Hispanic Illegal Alien Invasion)
Mexican immigrants want their piece of the pie
Is Hugh Heffer a Crypto?
How small town America is being destroyed
Big immigration rallies
Zio-Scat comedian elected to US Senate
The biggest eco disaster in history and these two are in charge?
Will we soon be blessed with another Al Franken/Chuck Schumer in the US Senate?
The University of Chicago falls under the spell of Communism
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View my complete profile

Followers

Message board posts & threads form 'The Skunk'

Regarding Judicial-inc Shutdowns

Judicial-inc, the world's premier Christian website,
ights off another cyber attack
Judicial-inc Statements about shutdown of site

My Other Websites

Truthseeker Archive
Exposing the Holocaust™ Hoax Archive
9/11 Jewish-Mossad False Flag Archive
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